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STATEMENT BY THE OBSERVER FOR THE FOOD AND
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Mr. Carlos A. Wirth, observer for the FAO intended to address the session
under two items of the agenda but the addresses were not delivered purely owing
tolack of tme. The following tests are circulated, for record purposes.

A. Developments relevant to the operation of Part IV (agenda item 1(b))

Many of you are no doubt familiar with the first set of FAO projections for
agricultural commodities, published in 1962, which examined the prospects for
agricultural demand, production and trade to 1970. A new set of projections, to
1975 and, for demand, 1985, has been recently prepared. The provisional results
have been sent to the various member governments for their comments and have been
examined by some FAO commodity study groups. A full scale discussion of the
results and their implications is scheduled to take place in the March session of
FAO's Committee on Commodity Problems.

It would be impossible to describe exhaustively in this brief intervention
the large study, which takes up a total of .650 pages in two separate volumes.
We feel, however, that the implications of the projections, particularly for the
trade o- the-developing countries, are such as to merit consideration in all
discussions of trade problems and prospects. I should therefore like to take
some of the Committee's time to describe briefly some of the main findings relevant
to the present agenda item. I should like to stress in this connexion once more
that the version of the study on which my remarks are based is a provisional one,
pending the comments of FAO's member governments.

In examining the growth prospects of agricultural exports from the developing
countries, principal attention was paid in the projections study to the changes in
the net import demand of the high income zone, including the USSR and Eastern
European countries. For most agricultural commodities, with the major exception
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of meat, the exportable supplies of the developing countries were projected to
be more than adequate to meet all the foreseeable demand at constant prices. The
future flow of trade will therefore be largely determined by the import demand
of the high income countries, which are the main importing area.

The results of the analysis are far from encouraging. On the basis of
current policies and constant prices, the projections suggest an increase in the
net import demand of the high income zone for agricultural exports from the low
income zone amounting, in terms of annual compound rates of increase and on the
basis of a high -and low gross domestic product assumption, to a growth of only
1.9 per cent and 0.9 per cent a year in the period front 1961-63 to 1975. They
thus suggest a severe slowing down in the developing countries net agricultural
*export earnings from the 1952-54 to 1961-63 period, when the volume of this trade
increased at an annual rate of 4 per cent a year, and its value at a rate of
2.1 per cent. The figures are also significantly smaller than the projected rate
of population growth, 2.6 per cent a year.

In an attempt to examine the effect that changes in trade and production
policies and export prices might have on the rates of growth of developin-
coun.tries' net exports, a set of adjusted projections were also prepared.
Briefly, the hypothetical policy adjustments assumed that the highin ore
countries would continue to adjust their production of cereals and fats and oils
to the commercial demand and food aid needs, continue liberal trade policy trends
with regard to citrus fruit and cocoa, and maintain their sugar self-sufficiency
ratios at the 1961-65 level, while international action would be taken to
maintain tea and coffee prices at their 1961-63 and 1966 levels. It was also
assumed that there would be some further shift in the production of tobacco and
cotton textiles to the developing countries and that the Eastern European
countries and the USSR would continue to increase at a moderate rate their imports
of bananas. Tne overall effect of the price assumptions were a reduction in the
average export unit values of the commodities included at a rate of 0.4 per cent
a year.

The results of these adjusted projections were only moderately more
favourable to the developing countries than those of the unadjusted projections.
Excluding commodities for which the developing countries would remain net
importers in 1975, the total increase in export earnings durin; the projection
period came out at 31 per cent, equal to a rate of 2.1 per cent a year. The
corresponding figure for the nine years prior to 1961-63, that is, one which
excludes the commodities for which the developing countries would remain net
importers. was 2.8 per cent a year. The projected increase would again be
substantially less than the projected population growth of the developing
countries, 2.6 per cent a year.
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It is clear, therefore, that if the export earnings of the developing
countries from. this trade are to reach rates of growth which are more in line
with the requirements associated with the gross domestic product growth rates
today considered desirable, far reaching changes in policies favourable to the
developing regions would have to be introduced. FAO's Committee on
Commodity Problems will have its first discussion on policy implications of the
projections et its March meeting after it has examined their methodologyand
statistical results.

Turning very briefly to individual commodities, the main contributors tothe
increase in net foreign exchange earnings under the adjusted projections, would
be - in descendingorder of magnitude - coffee. cereals, in particular coarse
grains, cotton goods, fats and oils, roundwood, cocoa, meat, sugar, tobacco
and bananas. The only commodities which would show net earnings of foreign
exchange growing faster in the projection period than in the preceding period
would, be rice, coarse ;grains. coffee, cocoa and manufactures of cotton and hard
fibres. There would be declines in net export earnings from all the raw
materials considered, except roundwood. The largest decline, both relatively
and in absolute size, would be for raw cotton. Other commodities affected
ne-atively would include rubber, hard fibres and raw jute, although in the
case Of cotton and jute the decline could be offset by increased net experts of
cotton and jute goods.

These global projections of agicultural trade prospects ràrcvi one
more than a pattern of world trends which developing countries rmay take into.
account in the planning of their agricultural and economic development. Clearly
the global prospects do not apply to all countries. Each. country will plan is
export programme in the light of its assessment of its agricultural resources
and competitive strength. in relation to the supply ofparticular products to
particular markets. Special attention should be given te the possibility of
increasing or starting production, for export ofcommodities which are likely to
be in strong dcmand on world markets in the lonS term, such as rneat. coarse
grains, soybeans ,and round-mood. byrcdevelopin- countries which have the requi site
natural conditions for low cost production and possess or ean develop markets.
Bt it would be quite rational for a de-velopin- country to seek increased exDort
earnings Lrom a co.odlity fac:LngZ limit-ed plbalrospects, if it saw gCod
opportunities for încreasing its share of tthe .,orLd m.rket. s bJect te. any
existing international a ;reermen-t . Such otportunitics could arLsc frem, the
enjoyment of spocia. tradinL: arrangements wit'h an imqportingarea; througAh
cxploitir- superior techmical possibilities fer cost rcuctions; throuClh the
improvement of quality or ading, or from a favourable georaphical location in
relation to a growling marikct. It. has not been possible in the projections study
to make projections for difLferentv regions and sub-rcgions . This is a task that
will be taken up in the indicative World Plan for Agricultural Development.
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Finally, I should like ta discuss briefly some of the main issues
of commodity policy and development which to us seem to arise from the
projections. None of t:.em are new, and on -mary of them action is already
bein`ta-er., but we feel tiat they acquire heitttned significance in the liZht
of ta- projections study. Obviously attention needs to be paid also ta policies
tha' .ill facilitate t.he growth of trade in manufactured and other non-
agrLultural products, and in many cases the prospects for g.frowth in export
earnings may' be better for such products. The rise in their exports starts,
however, froir a very snall base, and high priority must therefore be given
to the consideration of measures -ta sustain and- imrove the developing cour.tries'
earninGs fromr agricultural earnings.

Some of these measures fall largely n the responsibility of the
developing countries themselves. This is true on the one hend, about efforts
ta, increase the export production of products for which the market prospects
still appear good, and generally to improve export earnings through better
quality; and on the other ',and, of efforts ta orient the agriculture and
processing and manufacturir.C industries of the develcping countries further
towards the substitution oa imports from t.he high income countries. To be
successful, such a policy would require the growth of domestic agriculture at
rates faster than those projected in the FAO study. Unless carefully planned
in the first instance on a preferably regional basis, there is a clear danger of
a conflict between policies of import substitution and those aiming at the
expansion of trade arnong t-he developing countries, although the broad aim of the
tw- is the same. 'he hi-oh incarne countries can assist the developing countries
in their efforts along both- ai' these lines, especially by permitting liberal
access ta processed and manufacturc-d goods from t-.e developing countries.

Closely related ta the question of import substitution is that of
diversification of production. Policies of diversification may also be viewed
in the broader context of international supply management associated with
co=anodity arrangements. In th.e past, the tendency among developing countries
faced. with the need to diversify its exoorts h>as all too frequently bcen ta
lunch into or increase their output Oa traditional products, many af which
were already in difficulties in word markets. Inrernat-ioral-action therefore
appears essenial.The possibilities and problems involved in the case of
coffee are already under stuidy in a jnint project by the International Coffee
Organization, the World Bank and the FAO. Assistance ta countries dealing with
this problern is likely to feature more strongly in the future work of FAO.
Tne Indicative World Plan now under preparation in the FAO will provide a broad
frame of reference for such efforts.
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A number of other measures, on the other hand, can only be based on
action by developed countries. Considerable progress has been made in the past
in the liberalization of imports of tropical products, especially under the
auspices of GATT. Because cf the high levels of consumption, however, the
effect of further reductions in Cluties and intieimal taxation> though useful,
cannot be of decisive importance, exce-t possibly in the case of some individual
products of major impo--tace to certain specific e::eorters, and with regard to
tropical products i.mpo-ts into the USSR and Easern European countries, where
the per caput constunption levels pf coffee, coco. and bananas remain far be-ioiz
those prevailing Ln other countries enjoying similar per caput income levels.

The demand for developing ccun-rirest exports -gould also be Lincreased tG the
extant That the developed countries would be prepared to control the future
growth of their oim production of a number of petinx products, such as grin5,
rice, sugar, fats and oi's, citzus fruit, cotton and tobacco. Output of these
and other farm products is supported in the hliGh income countries Ln many wavys
tihat are impossible for t;h- developing countries to emulate. :n thlese
circur.istances the size of the net import demand in h^igh income ceurItries is
.manly a matter of policy decision. Future policies conceining:-> food production
smst of course also take account of the needs and possibilities of food aid.

With regard te temperate zone products - Grain.s and meat - the outcome
of the negotiations now under way under the auspices of GATT will clearly br cf
grcat significance for developing countries, particularly Argentina, who expert
these products, to thc extent that they will ,aranitee theory with continued
participation in the ark:ct -rowt4h in the dcvcloped countries. In the case of
sugar, the geographical location of future inc-eases in production and he
feasibility of market sli-ring between importers and e:porters and between
developed and developing countries seems beund te arise as issues Ln the
negotiation of a new inteational suSar agrceet.

The question of preferences to imports fron developing countries is aise
relewant. In the discussion cf tilds question in UNCTAD and GAT, thc majra-
emphasis has been on ir. ofortscf ranufacured Pooas.?referential treatment
for agricultural imports frcm developing ceunrries w1aîch are in competition with
similar products e:;ported by developed count cs would be of rzajo.- sizificaince
to developing country export-ers. Whatever thc future for general preferences,
the way is open for bilateral trading arrangements between. high income imiporters
and developing country exporters which could lead te -he expansion of trade to
portugaladvantage. The growinG recognition of the need for developing countries
to expand their exports to the industrialized countries rmay favour this
development if exportable supplies are available Lin developing countries under
satisfactory conditions. In the FAO trade projections an adjustm-fment cf this
nature has been assumed for fats and oils.
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Finally, there are sone policy measures which can best be taken jointly by
the international community as a whole. This is truck for example about
international management of prices ir. the interests oi producing countries. The
scope for this is greatest in the case of somne tropical products, such as coffee,
cocoa and tea, which a-re produced aLnost exclusively i the developing countries
and bave no competitors, cithzr natural or synthetic, in the developed importing
countries. NatuLally such action is faced with ,ny diLficulties, partly
technical but miaily economic in nature, for ins-ance with regard to the sct-'ing
of a price rane which is remrinerative to producers but does not discourage
consumption in importing countries, and in combini.b& trade discipline under tihe
agreement with sufficient flexibility to perrnit entry of new or previcusli niner
producers with low costs oi productLon. The In-itc.ational Coffee Agreerm.ent has
so far worked with considerable success. Effor-s tio negotiate a cocoa a-reeiment
are stili contriuinG, 'hi;Lle consul-tations on bananas have just entered the study
group phase ancd are tkin; piace on tea on an- ad hoc basis. 1 is hard, riowever,
to sce any scope for international action tcc rantain world prices in the case
of the wide range of conmoditics which are subect to competition fron synthetiics
and substitutes. Transitional arnements te alleo production rationalization
or adjustments and diversification policies to bo implemented might however be
considered in some cases.

Although the projections do net consider the question of economic or
firincial'aid requiremerts in any detail, the implication of the contrastU be-teen
the very slow growth cf -their agricultural ex{Dor eazings and the lowJ starting
levels of non-agricultural exports, or. t-he one hand, and the rapidly rising needs
ior irnporits. of boih agricultural and ncn-agricultural in..ports on the other, are
quite clear. In effect, if the developing couzr±ries' econonies are to Crow at
rates today recognized as reasonable, the bigh incomc- countries will have te
either-itroduce domestic and international polic-ie which permit a rapid
expansion in t'±he developing countries' exports, Lnlcuding roeasures such as those
just discussed; or, alternatively, they will -ave to increase a rmuîch faster
rate tihanr in the past several years thoir provision oi furds for financial ancd
food aid.

Tire approach adopted teo ood aid in the future will ha-e an important
bearin- on the problorn. Ln the base period of the projections, developing
count-ries received food aid supplies, mainly froni the United States, te the
aneunt- of just below one billion dollars a year. The future needs for food aid,
and the possible institutional arrngements for- cpanding the multilatra-l part
of the food aid flaw, are nowr being examined in an inter-agency study, follewng,
the ini-tiatives in UTNTAD and clse-wihere, particularly by the Government of
Argentina. It is prer-ture te discuss the possible ma;njitude of such aid t1uat
will be required, but îraomî the FAO projections, which constitute an important
part; of the quantitative basis of the inter-agency study, it is clear that the
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food gap consistent with tho postulated rates of economic growth will widen
rapidly in the next ten years, and additional largd quantities of food are likely
ta be needed in order to meet cmnrgency needs in developing countries already
operating on a narrow irargin cf ood supplies. Because of the virtuiel
disappearance of surplus stocks in the United Sqatcs, most of the food aid
supplies will have to be procluced speci-fically for the purpose, and some form
of international co-operation will have tobe found to rmize such management of
supply possible.

I apologize, Mr. Chairman, if I have taken too much of the Cowitteets time
but, as I sais earlier, the study is a complex one and not easy to sumarize
briefly. As I already mentioned, the projections will now be worked into thcoir
dobini-îive form, taking accour't of the comments of Govei=.ents and irie
discussions in the FAO Committec on Conpodity Problems and its study groups.
Within AO, they wMil constitue an important basis f'or, and a componrent of,
the Indicative World Plan ber Agricultural Decvelopment, te which I have already
rcferred, and will aencrully place the Org-niization's work on agricultural
commodities in a proper long-tern. context. The preparation oc' such projections
bas by now become a regular part of RAO's w-ork-, and the data and assumptions
used will be regularly rev-Icied and re-vised whcre necessary, so as to permit an
eventual pulicati on a newv set of proiections for a lator period. It is ouar
hopc that the integrated picture the projections give of the world corrniodity
prospects will be use-'ul te governments in their -conomic development planr.ina
and thc formulation oif t1icir ccrnodity production and trade policies, and that
the international comrnniity as a whole benefits from t-hem in its assessment of'
the need for and the shape of international coîinlodity, trade and aid policies.

B. Expansion of trade amna dcvelopi countries (a ad iteom 2)

In the precedinig.state.ment I have described briefly some of the ore'or
findings of the FAO projocticris for 1975. Freoi the point f' view cf the prosont
agenda item, their main implication is that the e.-pansicn of import demand 'or
agricultural products in tlc most highly industrialized countries, which st-ill
constitute the major source of foreign exchange earnings for the developinZ
countries, has ceased to be dynamic, because of the high levels of per caput
consumption now reached, the competition from s'ntihetics and frOei the rich.
countries' protected agriculture, and thoir slow population growth. Thus at a
tinre when the developing countries' need for imports is rising fast, they find
themselves confronted by slugish growth in Import demand for their principal
means of international payment.
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Although the national and international efforts to raise the developing
countries' exports to the industrialized world, including the centrally planned
countries, must not be relaxed, it .is clear that in this situation increasing
attention will have to be paid"to efforts to expand the trade among the
developing countries themselves, bath within and between regions. Quantitative
studies of this trade have not yet been made in such a detail as of the flows
from the developing to the developed countries, Which was the main object of
the FAO Projections, but the recent GATT studies which are well known to all
of us suggest that such trade, in both agricultural and other products, is
already growing rapidly, despite many obstacles. It will no doubt continue
to do so as the per caput income levels and the numbers of urban population go
on increasing in the developing worid. Further quantitative examination oa
this-sector of trade will be greatly facilitated by the preparation of detailed
matrices of agricultural trade among the developing countries. TMis work,
covering al! major agricultural commodities or comrrodity groups, both raw
materials anid processed products, is now murder way in FAO, in the gerneral
framework of the Indicative World Plan. It is hoped that later this year the
first results, for the period 1961-65, ,ril1 be available.

In terms of commodities, obviously a great many products will be affected,
depending on the countries participating in the exchange. The first sub-regional
studies prepared under FAO's Indicative World Plan, for the Near East and
West Africa, suggest, Lor example, that there is considerable scope for expansion
oa trade between the Near Eastern countries in a number of agricultural products,
in particular fruits and vegetables, of which 25 and 38 per cent, respectively,
are already exported. to other countries of the region, as well as in c:reals,
oilseeds, sugar and cotton, if production is stepped up ir. those countries where
the costs are comparatively low. The p.os-ects are- ev-ern better for- a number of
processed agricult-ural products and cottor. manufactures, and, arnong non-
agricultural produoIts, fertilizers and'fam machinery. A strong case can in
fact be made for the concentration of large scale amonia production in some
of the oil producing countries of the region, for exports to countries bath
within and outside the region. In East Africa, for which a sub-regional
study is nearing completion, the provisional report suggests particularly
good prospects for intra-regional trade in a number of processed agricultural
products, including in particular meat, sugar and textiles. Moreover, although
the analysis under the indicative World Plan is now, for the sake of convenience,
carried out in terms of sub-regions, these do not always necessarily and for all
purposes constitute the economically most rational groupings. At later stages
of the study, therefore, when the sub-regional studies are integrated into a
unified World Indicative Plan - and the first version of such integrated plan
is scheduled for presentation in the summer of 1968 - it will be possible to take
account also of the potential for trade expansion between countries in different
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sub-regions. Just to quote an example, already there is evidence of, scope for
developing an exchange of meat, maize and oilseeds in East Africa fcr fertilizers
produced in some of the Near East oil countries, and other such opportunities
will obviously become evident as more sub-regions are studied. The completed
Indicative World Plan will contain, .in addition tc quantitative indications,
suggestions for agricultural and trade policy measures appropriate for the
exploitation of such opportunit-ies.

Simultaneously, FAO is aise carrying out other types cf investigations of
possibilities of trade expansion anong developing countries. A recent example
is the joint FAO/GATT/ECA mission to a number of W'est African ccunt.ries ze look
into the possibilities of expanding the trade in livestock and livestock products
within the region. There has for a long irae been a substantial mcve cf
live animals from the surplus countries inland, such as Niger, Ulpper VoIta,
Tali and Mauritania to the coastal countries, ir. particular Ghana, h-e ivcry Coas2t
and Senegal along with sizeable imports ir. processed -Form from overseas. I do
not wish to anticipate the findings of the joint report, which iLs expected te
be ready within a month or so, but will merely point out that the prospct .or
a substantial increase in the intra-regi.Lonal trade in these products appear quite
promising provided that steps are taken, to modernize the m-arkieting :.etods and
improve transport facilities, and, even more important, trade and payment
arrangements be made which ease the access of livestock products fromr the- surplus
to the deficit countries.

Another study of related nature, though of a some-what different scope, is
that requeste.'. in 1965 by th.e governments participa-ting in the work off 'As
Study Group on Rice, oeà. the feasibilfity of international arrangenents te increase
the trade in that cor;modity. As is well knon, some 6c per cent cf the world rice
trade already takes place among the developing ceurtries, and i. is here that
any significant additions to that trade would havc to bo found. .he Tain
conclusion of the FAO study, which w.as exa:iined 1y the S-udy Group or. Ricc
last Oc.teober, and of two related studiJs by the Econcr.oic Cormnission for .Asia
and Far East and the joint FAO/ECAFE Agricult1ure Diision, was a the problem
was basically one of economic development, as the .mair- constrairit was the limited.
purchasing power of the developing rice deficitco-unries. pcprobi-tem was
therefore not thought to be amenable tc htho mecre conventional coadty reermenrts
approach.

The only lasting solution thus would scern to lie in accelerated econc...ic
development in the deficit countries. In the rneantimu, however, efforts are
needed to increase through other means -tne purchasing power cf the rice deficit
countries. In the latter connexion, the FAO Study Group on Rict placed special
emphasis on the need to analyze closely the implication for werld rice --rade of
the proposals, originally made by the Goverrmient of Argentina and now the abject
of an inter-agency study, to set up an expanded multilateral food aid scheme.
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As is no doubt well known to all present here, a cardinal point of the original
proposal, as well as of the United Nations resolution on which the study now
under way is based, is that a portion of the cash resources of such a programme
would be used for purchase of supplies from developing exporting countries, to
be used irn turn as food aid to other developing countries. This would both make
available some of the existing food production capacity in the developing world
to relieve the food shortages in other developing countries, and would permit the
food exporting developing countries to increase their export earnings. The
commodities that might be included under such arrangements are many, as determined
'oy the needs of the developing countries, the resources of the eventual programme
and the availability of supplies. Aside from rice, obvious candidates for
inclusion are wheat, fats and oils, and some livestock products.

The inter-agency study has been initiated. A first progress report will be
presented jointly by the Secretary-General of the United Nations and the
Director-General of FAO to the summer session of the Economic and Social Council,
and the Director-General's own progress report is scheduled for presentation to
the March session of FAO's Committee on Commodity Problems. These two meetings
will, it is hoped, give the United Nations, FAO and the other agencies involved,
guidance with regard to the next steps to be taken in this programme of studies
which is expected to be concluded in 1968. It is at these later stages that the
question of participation of developing countries as suppliers in the programme
will be examined in greater detail. The question is clearly a complex one. It
involved not only a number of institutional and ffinancial problems, including in
particular the ability of arn eventual expanded food aid programme to make
sufficiently long-tern commitments to make it possible for the developing
countries to bring existing unutilized capacity back into production, to say
nothing of expanding their productive base, but also complex technical and
economic questions concerning the costs and timing of alternative sources of
supply. To get answers to the latter questions it is expected that a number of
individual country studies may be necessary.


